Sexual agglutination in Chlamydomonas eugametos before and after cell fusion.
A new study of sexual agglutination between Chlamydomonas eugametos gametes and between vis-à-vis pairs has been made using techniques that allow one to distinguish between the flagella or cell bodies of individual mating types (mt(+) or mt(-)). It is shown that before mt(+) and mt(-) gametes fuse in pairs, their flagella, which adhere over their whole length, are maintained in a particular conformation around the mt(-) cell body. In clumps of agglutinating gametes the cells are asymmetrically distributed with the mt(+) gametes constituting the outer surface of the clumps with the mt(-) gametes on the inside. The flagella are then all directed towards the middle of the clump. This orientation of the flagella is maintained for approx. 8 min after cell fusion before the vis-à-vis pair becomes motile. At this stage, all the flagellar tips are activated. The original mt(+) flagellar tips then deactivate and swimming is resumed. The original mt(-) flagella remain immotile and activated after cell fusion and eventually shorten by a third, but only 30 min or more after fusion. Motile vis-à-vis pairs eventually settle to the substrate when the gamete bodies fuse completely to form a zygote. Settling vis-à-vis pairs are attracted to those that have already settled, to glutaraldehyde-fixed pairs and to flagella isolated from mt(-) gametes. They are not chemotactically attracted, rather they are weakly agglutinated. Living vis-à-vis pairs can be shown to aggregate in rows with the cell bodies lying side by side. It is argued that the flagellar agglutination sites involved in gamete recognition are also involved in vis-à-vis pair aggregation.